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The most natural skincare on earth
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Whole ingredients


No preservatives


Glass packaging




Take the quiz and find your ideal routine



Take the Quiz
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natural
skincare
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No preservatives
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Glass packaging




Take the quiz and find
your ideal routine




Take the Quiz
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Introducing the Bambu Earth Membership

Save 15% on everything


See membership details







Popular Categories
    



[image: Oil based cleansers]    
Cleansing Oils




[image: non-foaming, hydrating face cleanser]
Cleanser

  


[image: alcohol free, natural toner]
Toner

   

  
[image: hydrating facial mist spray]
Facial Mist   

  


[image: all natural moisturizers]
Moisturizers       

    

  
[image: facial oil serums]
Serums     

 



    
       New to body products?

       Save 40% on our ultimate body bundle

       Get the Deal
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Farm To Face
     
  
Any brand can claim their products are natural and safe. And, many do claim that without much truth to it.

We truly believe it is our mission to provide completely natural, non-toxic skincare to you. Not because it's good marketing or a fad. But, because we believe natural products right from the earth provide your skin with the nourishment it needs to look and feel radiant while ensuring we don't risk your safety or long-term health with toxic ingredients. 

96% of the ingredients used in our skincare line are organic. The only time we use ingredients that aren't are when there is no organic option that exists, or the only suppliers use unethical work practices.
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Whole, natural
ingredients




[image: no preservatives or parabens]
No preservatives or parabens


 

[image: Sustainable sourcing & packaging]
Sustainable sourcing & packaging
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Glass bottles for our products
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Cruelty-free, ethical sourcing


   





  
Customer Testimonials
   


     
       Feels like luxury

       "This is the best moisturizer I have ever used. I have combination skin, but the parts where it's dry it is SO DRY. Nothing makes it feel hydrated especially as I am now in my late 30s. I have been using Glossier Rich Priming Moisturizer for the last several years, and this blows it out of the water. Makes it feel like cheap knockoff stuff on my skin in comparison, and at an almost identical price point. I will never be able to go back."
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       Spa-like facial treatment at home

       "I've been using the Repairing Facial Serum, Petitgrain moisturizer and the facial spray combination for over 3 years now. Wish extremely sensitive skin along with the eczema I'm very picky on the products that I use. With Bambu EArth products I've been able trust that whatever ingredients are in them, my skin is safe. I love what it does for my skin and enjoy the at home spa like feeling I get from using them daily. 52 who? Lol"

    


  


  
See what real customers have to say
   












  





  

    

  
Real Customers. Real Results.
    
  
Almost 10,000 5-star reviews. We don't delete or hide any reviews and they're all from real, verified buyers.



See all our reviews
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          These statements have not been verified by the FDA. This product is not intended to treat, cure or prevent any disease.
        

      

    

  








      

    


    



    	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.


    
      
        
        
        
      
    

    
  
    

      
      




          
      
    

  






















































































































 
           
  
          
   
   
   
   




          
  




    
















